BEST WESTERN

A SAGE 300 ERP SUCCESS STORY.

SAGE 300 ERP HAS WORKED SO WELL FOR US FOR SO
LONG BECAUSE IT CONTINUALLLY EVOLVES AND ADAPTS TO
OUR BUSINESS.
The Best Western Lamplighter Inn
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Better Inventory Control

Schols can define the level of

The Sage 300 ERP Inventory

detail to consolidate and a

Control module is an ideal solution

comprehensive audit trail provides

for managing the hotel’s inventory

a detailed record of the
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“WE REALLY
ENJOYED
WORKING WITH
BAASS. THEY
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PRODUCTS AND

transfers are performed out of the

WE KNOW WE CAN

No Reservations

stocking warehouse.
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Consolidated Financial
Statements

When the tab is accessed, a
default pipeline is displayed, along

The Lamplighter Inn’s parent
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providing an instant picture of how
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General Ledger account and
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transaction information between
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subsidiaries are not running Sage
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